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Abstract The damage and permeability evolution of rock under stress is of great significance to engineering safety. In this

paper, the evolution law of rock damage and permeability is studied by means of acoustic emission (AE) seepage

experiment on deep roof sandstone with cyclic loading. Characterization of damage uses the changes in acoustic emission

fractal characteristics and compression parameter which based on elastic modulus. The experimental results show that the

AE events has fractal characteristic, in which the AE b-value and correlation dimension can represent the damage of rock.

When the fractal characteristic value of AE increases, it indicates that the rock is in the compaction stage and the damage is

not obvious. When the fractal characteristic value of AE drops, it indicates that the rock was damaged, and the permeability

increase. Under the cyclic load increasing step by step, the elastic modulus first increases and then decrease. Introducing

compression parameter C to characterize the state of compaction and damage, it is obtained that the rock damage state and

hydrostatic permeability show a power law function relationship with porosity and have the same monotonicity. When

compression parameter is less than zero, the evolution law of permeability and damage can be described by functional

relationship between hydrostatic permeability K and compression parameter C.

Keywords Deep roof sandstone � Cyclic loading �
Acoustic emission � Permeability

1 Introduction

The damage and permeability evolution law of deep

sandstone is studied experimentally in this paper. Deep

rock under high geostress conditions has different rock

structure, physical mechanics and seepage properties from

shallow rock. The damage and permeability property of

deep coal seam working face roof sandstone under the

effect of stress is of great significance (Zhou et al. 2005).

The definition of rock damage is mainly based on the tri-

axial experimental measurement of basic mechanical

parameters include stress–strain, elastic modulus and

acoustic emission (AE) fractal characteristic value (Zhang

et al. 2015).

Rocks produce significant AE signals under compressive

stress. The energy and position information of the AE can

reflect the damage of the rock. For rock materials, the AE

has good fractal characteristics, and the AE b-value and AE
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correlation dimension are closely related to rock damage.

The AE characteristics of rocks under different stresses are

different. In general triaxial experiments, the AE signals

often have phase characteristics. The cyclic loading

experiments can better obtain the AE characteristics of

rocks under different stress states.

The deformation damage characteristics of rock under

compressive stress can be divided into compaction stage,

elastic stage, fracture yield stage, failure stage and strain

softening stage after failure (Eberhardt et al. 1998; Lajtai

and Lajtai 1974). The strain damage characteristics at

various stages can be characterized by the elastic modulus

that is one of the main mechanical properties of rock,

which can be defined as the ratio of deviatoric stress

increment to axial strain increment in a broad sense.

Stress–strain curve is usually obtained by triaxial com-

pression experiments. The ratio of the stress increment to

the strain increment of a rock under increasing stress is

gradually changed depending on the property of the rock.

In general, the stress–strain curve of rocks shows three

types: plastic soft rock with low strength and strong plastic

characteristics, shallow rock with elastic characteristics and

obvious yield stage, and deep rock with high strength and

strong brittle characteristics (Cai et al. 2002; Fang and

Harrison 2002; Li and Li 2017; Zhang and Zhao 2013;

Zhou et al. 2010). That is, different types of rocks have

different elastic modulus properties under different stress

conditions. Therefore, the cyclic loading experiment can

obtain the mechanical properties of various stress stages of

rock more accurately (Elliott and Brown 1986; Martin and

Chandler 1994; Zhou et al. 2019). This paper defines the

rock damage evolution under cyclic loading reference to

the fractal characteristics of AE values and the elastic

modulus of the rock. Then, the evolution of rock perme-

ability with damage is studied based on the AE seep-

age experiment under triaxial stress condition.

2 Experiment design

2.1 Preparation of specimens

The sandstones used in the experiment are taken from the

1050 m deep face roof of Pingdingshan Coal Mine Group

12. The ground stress of the rock is 42.07 MPa at the

maximum, 21.79 MPa at the minimum, and 25.63 MPa at

the vertical direction. The buried depth of rock samples

and the ground stress condition in this paper belongs to the

deep range (Zhou et al. 2005). The recovered roof sand-

stone is drilled and processed into cylindrical rock samples

with a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm.

Compared with shallow rock mass, roof sandstones

taken in this paper have a greater compressive strength and

elastic modulus. The higher clay content of rock samples is

about 40 GPa, while the lower clay content is about

60 GPa. The friction angle is 52.87�, cohesion is

23.59 MPa. The porosity of rock sample is less than 1%,

the density is about 2.70–3.22 g/cm3, and the permeability

is on the order of micro-Darcy(mD). According to the

property measurement results, the selected deep face roof

sandstone is a dense rock mass with high density, high

strength, low porosity and ultra-low permeability. Con-

ventional triaxial test is conducted on rock sample 3–7 as a

reference, and AE permeability test is conducted on rock

samples 2–1, 2–4, 3–6 for cyclic loading.

2.2 Experiment method

In order to obtain the fractal characteristics of rock AE and

the evolution law of permeability, the experimental system

MTS815 of Sichuan university, as shown in Fig. 1, is used

to conduct conventional triaxial compression and triaxial

compression cyclic loading AE permeability experiments on

the roof sandstone of deep working face. The confining

pressure of the conventional triaxial experiment is 25 MPa,

and the three confining pressure conditions selected in the

cyclic loading experiments are 5, 15 and 25 MPa, respec-

tively. The loading and unloading process is controlled by

displacement. The loading rate is 0.06 mm/min and the

unloading rate is 0.1 mm/min. The AE measurement is

synchronously carried out with loading and unloading in the

whole course, and the stress path of cyclic loading is shown

in Table 1. Each cyclic loading starts from the hydrostatic

pressure state, and is loaded to the peak of the current partial

stress, and then unloaded to the hydrostatic pressure state.

2.3 Permeability measurement

The experimental measurements of permeability are divi-

ded into two categories (Brace et al. 1968; Wang et al.

2015a, b), the steady state method and transient method.

Due to the sample used in this paper is compact and low

permeability material that is suitable for transient method

Fig. 1 MTS 815 flex test GT rock mechanics testing system
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(Li et al. 2001; Sun et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2000a, b).

Permeability is measured at hydrostatic pressure and peak

stress for each cycle. Water is used as the infiltrating

medium in the infiltration experiment, and the osmotic

pressure difference is designed to be 3 MPa based on the

hydraulic pressure conditions of the working face. In the

process of cyclic loading, when the axial pressure and

confining pressure reach the same state of hydrostatic

pressure and the stress reach the peak of the secondary

cycle, the dynamic shaft displacement of experimental

machine is maintained unchanged for permeability

measurement.

Transient method is employed to calculate the perme-

ability, which could be used for the measurement of per-

meability of low-permeability rock. The schematic

diagram of its testing principle is shown in Fig. 2: during

the permeability test, the fluid pressure of closed container

at the high-pressure side of rock sample suddenly

increased, and the fluid pressure is transferred from the

high-pressure side to the container at the low-pressure side

through rock sample. In the process of seepage, the pres-

sure of container at the high-pressure side decrease grad-

ually while the pressure of container at the low-pressure

side increase gradually, and the pressure difference

between the two decrease gradually. The permeability is

calculated by

k ¼ lbV ln
DPi

DPf

� ��
2Dt

As

Ls

� �� �
ð1Þ

where k is permeability (m2), l is the viscous coefficient of

fluid (for the water at about 20 �C water, it is 1.011 9 10-3

Pa�s), b is the fluid compressibility (4.53 9 10-10 Pa-1),

V is the reference volume of pressure stability container

(m3), DPi, DPf are the differential pressure (MPa) between

top and bottom container at the initial time ti and the final

time tf, Dt is the permeability test duration (s), namely,

Dt = tf - ti, Ls is the tested cylindrical sample length (m), As

is the cross-sectional area (m2) of tested cylindrical sample.

The permeability results of rock samples obtained, as

shown in Table 2, show that the variation of rock perme-

ability under the cyclic stress has strong regularity. The

permeability reduces as the cyclic stress increases when the

stress level is low, then increases slightly when the stress

level reaches to yield and failure stage, sudden increases

when rock sample is at failure and once more reduces at

post-peak stage. Comparing the hydrostatic pressure and

the peak stress permeability, in the process of cyclic

loading before failure, the permeability of rock samples

under hydrostatic pressure is greater than that at the peak of

the cycle, and the initial permeability of rock samples

under the first hydrostatic pressure is relatively large. It is

shown that stress plays a major compacting role in the rock

sample before rock failure, which causes the internal

micro-cracks and pore sizes of the rock to decrease or even

close, thus leading to a substantial decrease in the overall

permeability of rock sample. Stress plays a major fractur-

ing role after rock sample reaches yield and failure stage,

while the primary fractures within the rock sample expand

and new fractures are generated due to the large stress,

which lead to the increase of permeability. Stress after the

rock sample failure decreases to nearly half of the strength

of rock, in this stage, it mainly plays compacting role

so that the permeability will decrease compared with that

when damaged.

2.4 Acoustic emission measurement

The acquisition of AE is conducted simultaneously with

triaxial experiment. After the AE probe is coated with

vaseline, pressure is applied through the clamping ring to

make it in close contact with the outer wall of the triaxial

Table 1 Deviatoric stress peak corresponding to each cycle of cyclic loading test

Specimen Confining pressure (MPa) Deviatoric stress peak for each cycle (MPa)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2–1 5 50.972 76.898 102.631 132.710 163.022 175.895 203.636 224.456 146.504

2–4 15 80.305 122.675 163.143 213.961 259.498 286.989 101.124 100.680 97.334

3–6 25 78.802 112.961 149.597 173.593 197.287 217.185 214.632 108.035

 

High pressure side 

Low pressure side 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of transient pulse technique (Escoffier

et al. 2005)
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chamber. There are 8 AE probes in total, which are located

at 8 vertices of the three-axis outdoor wall relative to the

cuboid of the rock sample. The threshold value of AE

sampling in the experiment is set as 27 dB.

3 Damage defined by fractal characteristics
of acoustic emission

Figure 3 presents an evolving curve of deviatoric stress and

cumulative AE events over the whole stressing process of

rock sample. A comparison of conventional loading in

Fig. 3a with progressive cyclic loading in Fig. 3b–d, the

cumulative AE events display similar changing rules: (1)

the number of AE occurrences remains fewer when devi-

atoric stress is low; (2) as the deviatoric stress goes up, the

AE events rises accordingly but remains relatively low; (3)

the AE events will rise sharply until the deviatoric stress

reaches the ultimate compressive strength of the rock

sample and causes damage. (4) When the rock sample gets

damaged and enters the residual strength stage, the AE

events keeps increasing. Cumulative AE events indicate for

deep sandstone, almost no damage is detected on the rock

sample until the deviatoric stress rises to reach the

destructive strength, and the damage keeps stretching after

rock sample is damaged.

In the self-similar fractal theory, for the natural discrete

body of the number-radius relationship, the fractal

dimension D is introduced, and the relationship between

the volume M and the scale r can be expressed as (Xie

2005)

MðrÞ� rD ð2Þ

The relationship between the number N of AEs in the

space determined by the box dimension and the scale can

be expressed as

NðrÞ� rD ð3Þ

The position coordinates of the received AE signal can

be calculated from the time when the AE reaches the dif-

ferent probes. The number of AEs in different scale spaces

is obtained using the cylindrical cover method (Fig. 4).

Linear fit to natural logarithm of scale and number of AEs.

From the fitting results (Fig. 5), the spatial distribution

of AE at different scales can be expressed as

lnN ¼ D ln r þ a ð4Þ

explain that AE has good fractal characteristics in space.

The fractal characteristic can be used to describe the

damage on rock sample. The fractal characteristics of AE

used to depict the damage in this paper include energy-

based AE b-value and spatial location-based AE correla-

tion dimension.

Table 2 Permeability measurement results

3–7 2–1 2–4 3–6

Deviatoric stress

(MPa)

Permeability

(lD)
Deviatoric stress

(MPa)

Permeability

(lD)
Deviatoric stress

(MPa)

Permeability

(lD)
Deviatoric stress

(MPa)

Permeability

(lD)

0 0.294 0 0.975 0 0.325 0 0.29528

76.626 0.0526 50.972 0.157 80.305 0.0558 78.802 0.04848

127.972 0.0212 0 0.628 0 0.0635 0 0.09741

178.824 0.0216 76.898 0.0224 122.675 0.0114 112.961 0.00256

216.350 0.00745 0 0.436 0 0.0955 0 0.0256

216.860 0.0295 102.631 0.00342 163.143 0.00172 149.597 0.0142

125.229 10.0339 0 0.405 0 0.121 0 0.0322

115.557 9.808 132.710 0.00102 213.961 0.00495 173.593 0.0206

109.957 6.891 0 0.279 0 0.122 0 0.0844

– – 163.022 0.0337 259.498 0.0592 197.287 0.0284

– – 0 0.327 0 0.155 0 0.0515

– – 175.895 0.0853 286.989 0.176 * 12.631 217.185 0.0636

– – 0 0.289 0 6.524 0 0.127

– – 203.636 0.139 101.124 4.399 214.632 0.584

– – 0 0.333 0 4.069 0 0.229

– – 224.456 0.303 100.680 4.208 108.035 0.0857

– – 0 1.787 0 3.307 – –

– – 146.504 0.286 97.334 3.938 – –
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3.1 Acoustic emission b-value

Rock damage is a process of progressive dimension-re-

ducing and dissipation. From displaying micro-fracture to

crushed failure, the rock failure features fractals. AE b-

value is the commonest fractal dimension in AE research,

which is closely related to the absolute energy of AE event.

The AE b-value can be Figured out through Gutenberg–

Richter relation:

lgN ¼ a� b lgQ ð5Þ

where Q means absolute energy of AE event, N means the

number of events in which AE energy is no lower than Q,

a and b are two constants. As shown in Fig. 6a, the abso-

lute straight slope resulting from logarithmic fitting of

energy Q and number of AE events N is the AE b-value. In

statistical sense, b-value can represent the ratio of low-

energy AE.

3.2 Acoustic emission correlation dimension

AE correlation dimension is connected with the location

information of AE events. When viewing the position

coordinates ai of AE as an element and arranging the AE

events in time sequence, we can obtain a set of position

coordinates related to AE events.

A ¼ a1; a2; . . .; angf
ai ¼ xi; yi; zif g

�
ð6Þ
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of cylindrical coverage of AE
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Positive integer m(m\ n) can be selected to construct a

m-dimension phase space for AE events in time sequence.

A1 ¼ a1; a2; . . .; amgf
A2 ¼ a2; a3; . . .; amþ1gf
� � �
An�mþ1 ¼ an�mþ1; an�mþ2; . . .; angf

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ

For the constructed set of m-dimension phase space, its

correlation function under given scale r can be defined as:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

bFig. 5 Linear fitting of natural logarithms of different scales and

number of AEs: a specimen 3–7, b specimen 2–1, c specimen 2–4,

d specimen 3–6

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Linear fitting of AE b-value and correlation dimension: a AE

b-values, b AE correlation dimension
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CðrÞ ¼ 1

N2

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

Hðr � Ai � Aj

� 	
Þ ð8Þ

where H(x) is the Heaviside function property of which can

be expressed as:

HðxÞ ¼
1 ; x[ 0

0 ; x� 0

(
ð9Þ

Ai � Aj

� 	
represents the distance between two m-dimen-

sion phase spaces and its calculation formula is:

Ai � Aj

� 	
¼

Xm
t¼1

ðAi;t � Aj;tÞ2
" #1

2

ð10Þ

The meaning of correlation function lies in the ratio of

AE events spatial distance of which is lower than scale r in

all the events. The reference value range for scale r can be

determined with Eq. (11), used to divide different scales r

such as 0.1r, 0.2r to 1.2r.

r ¼ 1

N2

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

Ai � Aj

� 	
ð11Þ

Correlation dimension D can be determined through ln

C(r) and ln r. As revealed in Fig. 6b, through dual-loga-

rithmic linear fitting of correlation function and scale, the

resulting slope is exactly the correlation dimension.

D ¼ lnCðrÞ
ln r

ð12Þ

Selection of phase space dimension m and scale r plays a

vital role in determining correlation dimension (Kong et al.

2016; Wu et al. 2012). Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of

phase space dimension m on scale r and correlation

dimension D, from which it can be inferred that the ref-

erence value of scale r rises with higher spatial dimension.

Before rising phase space dimension reaches 26, correla-

tion dimension keeps going up; after that, it no longer

displays material change but turns to be stable on the

whole. Therefore, in computing the correlation dimension

D, the dimension of constructed phase space is supposed to

be 26 (m = 26).

3.3 Permeability and damage evolution defined

by AE fractal characteristic

Rock damage can be characterized by changes in AE

fractal values. When b-value becomes lower, it means the

ratio of low-energy AE events decreases and cumulative

damage tends to be unstable; whereas when b-value

becomes higher or fluctuates within small range, it means

the rock is in relatively stable state (Zeng et al. 1995; Li

et al. 2009). The change of correlation dimension can

represent the faulted condition of the rock: when it keeps

rising, it means inside the rock, it is relatively stable and

damage is accumulating. A sudden decrease in correlation

dimension indicates damage gets intensified within small

area, and local failure occurs within the rock (Xu et al.

2017).

The variation of the AE fractal characteristic value and

permeability shown in Fig. 8 can be clearly divided into

three stages: before, during and after the failure of the rock.

Before the failure of rock, the AE fractal characteristic

value increases, the damage accumulation rate of the rock

sample is low, the effect of rock compaction is more

obvious. At this stage, the permeability first decreases with

the increase of the deviatoric stress, and then rises slightly

due to the accumulation of damage. When the deviatoric

stress level reaches the rock strength, the rock sample

damage increases sharply and the rock sample failed. At

this stage, the AE fractal characteristic value showed a
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Fig. 7 The relationship between phase space dimension m and scale

and the correlation dimension: a scale r, b phase space dimension m
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sharp drop, while the permeability showed a significant

increase. Rocks continue to be damaged during cyclic

loading after rock failure. At this stage, the AE fractal

characteristics fluctuating change with the switching of the

loading and unloading. Due to the continuous compaction

of the deviatoric stress, the pore cracks generated during

the failure are closed, and the permeability in the post-

destruction stage is decreased as compared with the failure.

4 Damage defined by the elastic modulus

4.1 Porosity and volume strain

The damage of the rock and its porosity and volume strain

has certain relevance. In the process of cyclic loading, the

strain of the rock after one cyclic will not restore to the

state before (Fig. 9). Therefore, rock volume strain is

produced after each cycle. Due to the loading process rock

deformation is irregular, rock porosity change can’t accu-

rate calculate by the volumetric strain, can only get the

change trend of increase or decrease. In hydrostatic pres-

sure point that rock in a low stress state, the irregular

degree of rock strain is relatively low. The porosity cal-

culated by the volumetric strain in hydrostatic pressure

point is more accurate. It can be considered that at this time

the variation of rock porosity and volume strain ev has the
equal value. The porosity of the rock can be determined by

ui ¼ u0 � ev ð13Þ

where ui is the porosity under hydrostatic pressure condi-

tion; u0 is the initial porosity; ev is the volume strain.

4.2 Elastic modulus and porosity

Regard rock as a mixture of variety materials, the elastic

modulus can be expressed as (Ji 2004; Yu et al. 2016)

Ea ¼
Xn
j¼1

VjE
a
j ð14Þ

where E is the elastic modulus of whole rock; Ej and Vj is

the elastic modulus and volume fraction of one material; a
is exponent parameter. Specially a ¼ �1 is the Reuss

model(harmonic mean) that is the lower bound of exponent

parameter a. a ¼ 1 is the Voigt model(arithmetic mean)

that is the upper bound of exponent parameter a.
Porosity and elastic modulus has significant negative

correlation relationship. Regard pore as a special con-

stituent part and other materials as a whole part, obviously

the volume fraction of pore is porosity. The whole rock

elastic modulus can be expressed as
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Fig. 8 The evolution of AE fractal characteristics and the perme-

ability: a specimen 3–7, b specimen 2–1, c specimen 2–4, d specimen

3–6
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E ¼ ½ð1� uÞEa
r þ uEa

pore�
1
a; Epore ¼ 0 ð15Þ

where Er is the elastic modulus when porosity is zero; Epore

is the elastic modulus of pore whose value is zero. It can

get the result that when porosity u = 0, the elastic modulus

E = Er and when u = 1, E = 0. It has practical meaning

when a[ 0. Introduce rock initial porosity u0 and elastic

modulus E0, Eq. (15) can be simplified as

E0

Er

¼ ð1� u0Þ
1
a ð16Þ

Then the relationship between rock porosity ui and

elastic modulus Ei after the ith cycle can be expressed as

Ei

E0

¼ 1� ui

1� u0

� �1
a

ð17Þ

where Ei is the elastic modulus of the i-th cycle loading

phase; E0 is the initial elastic modulus of the rock sample;

ui is the porosity of the rock sample before the ith cycle

loading; u0 is the initial porosity of the rock sample; a is

exponent parameter.

The comparison of experimental values and the calcu-

lated value obtained by the Eq. (17) is shown in Fig. 10.

The results show that the experimental value is close to the

calculated value. Equation (17) can express the relation-

ship between the elastic modulus and the porosity.

4.3 Compression parameter C to characterize

damage

In the process of cyclic loading, rock is simultaneously

subjected to stress compaction and fracturing. The com-

paction causes the rock structure to become tight and the

fracturing cause damage. For deep roof sandstone, the

elastic modulus changes with cyclic stress. When the stress

is small, the rock mainly exhibits compaction, and the

elastic modulus will increase slightly. When the stress is

large, the rock accumulates damage due to fracturing and

exhibits yielding tendency, the elastic modulus will be

reduced. When the stress reaches the compressive strength

of the rock, the rock will be destroyed and the elastic
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modulus will be greatly reduced. Introduce compression

parameter C to define the degree of damage to the rock.

C ¼ 1� Ei

E0

¼ 1� 1� ui

1� u0

� �1
a

ð18Þ

where Ei is the elastic modulus of the rock during a certain

cyclic loading phase; E0 is the initial elastic modulus of the

rock. For deep rocks, the lower stress conditions result in a

small increase in the elastic modulus of the rock due to

compaction. When the elastic modulus of rock increases, a

negative value of C indicates the compaction of rock

sample. And when the elastic modulus begins to decrease,

the increasing value of C indicates fracturing and damage.

When the value of C is above zero, indicates that the rock

volume is expanded and the damage will be particularly

large. The compression parameter C can be calculated for

the change of the elastic modulus is known, and its vari-

ation law is shown in Fig. 11. Taking the inflection point as

the boundary it can be divided into two stages, compression

and fracturing.

4.4 The relationship between compression

parameter C and permeability

Before rock is destroyed the infiltration forms of rock in the

process of stress–strain mainly include porous medium

penetration and fracture medium penetration (Bai et al.

2010; Valliappan and Khalili-Naghadeh 1990). When the

rock damage is small, it mainly manifests as the perme-

ability of the porous medium. When the rock damage is

intensified, both occur simultaneously when the internal

fracture occurs. Before the rock failure, some scholars have

established a model of the relationship between perme-

ability and porosity (Cai et al. 2014; Palmer and Mansoori

1998; Pan and Connell 2012; Reiss 1980; Shi and Durucan

2004; Zhou et al. 2018):

K

K0

¼ d
u
u0

� �b

ð19Þ

where K is the permeability of measuring point, K0 is the

initial permeability, d is constant coefficient, u is porosity

of measuring point, u0 is initial porosity.

For this experiment, the ratio of the permeability to the

initial permeability per cycle to the hydrostatic pressure
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Fig. 12 Fitting relationship of permeability and porosity: a specimen
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point and the ratio of the porosity to the initial porosity

have a fitting relationship as shown in Fig. 12. The results

show that for the deep sandstone, there is a power law

function relationship between the porosity and the perme-

ability before rock failure.

By rewriting the constant term in the formula, Eq. (18)

can be rewrote as

C ¼ 1� d1ð1� uiÞd2

d1 ¼ ð1� u0Þ�
1
a

d2 ¼
1

a

8>><
>>:

ð20Þ

and Eq. (19) as

K ¼ d3u
d4
i

d3 ¼ aK0u
�b
0

d4 ¼ b

8<
: ð21Þ

where d1,2,3,4[ 0. Solving the compression parameter to

porosity and the permeability to porosity derivative func-

tion can obtain that both the first-order and second-order

derivative functions are greater than zero in the range of

0\u\ 1. It shows that the compression parameters and

permeability are positively correlated via porosity. Com-

bining Eqs. (13), (20), (21) it can be seen that both the

permeability and the compression parameters have a

power-law relationship with the porosity and the mono-

tonicity of the function is consistent. It can be concluded

that the permeability and compression parameters should

have the same evolution law. The variation law of the

compression parameter C and the permeability K under

hydrostatic pressure under the condition of cyclic loading

is shown in Fig. 13. The experimental results show that the

compression parameters and the permeability change with

volume strain are consistent. It is proved that the use of

compression parameters to indicate rock damage and per-

meability evolution is feasible.

Further, the functional relationship between compres-

sion parameters and permeability can be expressed as

K ¼ d3 1� 1� C

d1

� � 1
d2

" #d4

¼ dK0

1� ð1� u0Þð1� CÞa

u0

� �b
ð22Þ

where the parameters in Eq. (22) is shown in Table 3.

Solving the first derivative of the permeability versus the

compression parameter can get Eq. (23):

K 0 ¼ dK0ab
1� u0

u0

ð1� CÞa�1 1� ð1� u0Þð1� CÞa

u0

� �b�1

ð23Þ

Since the parameters are all known be positive, the

derivative function is positive, indicating that the perme-

ability is positively correlated with the compression

parameter.

The experimental values of the permeability and the

compression parameter are compared with the calculated
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values based on Eq. (22) and shown in Fig. 14. The com-

pression parameter is positively correlated with the per-

meability, and the experimental values are in good

agreement with the calculated values when C\ 0. When

the compression parameter is greater than zero, the rock

entering the stage of yield failure, the relationship between

porosity and permeability no longer satisfies Eq. (19). The

experimental value and the calculated value begin to pro-

duce a large deviation. The results show that Eq. (22) can

describe the evolution law of permeability and damage

when the rock compression parameter is less than zero.

When the volumetric strain of the rock is expanded, it can

only explain the change trend of permeability and damage.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the cyclic loading permeability AE experi-

ment of the roof sandstone in the deep coal seam working

face is carried out, and the following main conclusions are

obtained:

(1) The permeability of deep sandstone has obvious

phase characteristics under different stress condi-

tions. Reduce at low stress levels and shows a small

increase when the stress gradually approaches the

rock strength. When the stress reaches the rock

strength, it shows greatly increased and a small

reduction after failure.

(2) The AE generated during rock loading and unload-

ing has good fractal characteristics. The AE b-value

and the AE correlation dimension D can reflect the

damage of the rock under stress through its change.

When the AE b-value and the AE correlation value

rise, it indicates stability, and greatly reduced

characterize the damage.

(3) The increase and decrease of rock elastic modulus

during cyclic loading can reflect its damage state.

When the stress is low, the elastic modulus of the

rock increases slightly, indicating that the rock is

compacted. When the stress is large, the elastic

modulus begins to decrease, indicating that the rock

is damaged. When the stress reaches the compressive

strength, the elastic modulus decreases drastically,

indicating that the rock sample is destroyed. The

damage of the rock can be quantified by the

compression parameter C. Before the compression

parameter reach the inflection point, it indicates

compaction and the damage is not obvious. After the

inflection point compression parameter is increasing

to positive, it means fracturing and damage.

Table 3 Parameters of rock sample in Eq. (22)

Specimen d K0 (Ld) u0 (%) a/10-3 b

2–1 0.990 0.975 0.551 5.294 19.983

2–4 0.900 0.325 0.644 5.637 22.156

3–6 0.955 0.295 0.841 6.368 42.490

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14 The relationship between permeability K and compression

parameter C: a specimen 2–1, b specimen 2–4, c specimen 3–6
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(4) Both permeability and compression parameter show

a power law function relationship with porosity and

uniform monotonicity. The permeability and com-

pression parameter under hydrostatic pressure have

the same evolution law with volumetric strain during

the cyclic loading process.

(5) The relationship between permeability and compres-

sion parameter can better represent the evolution law

of permeability and damage when the compression

parameter is less than zero.
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